


Phil revs up for Super Prix
       Phil Andrews, from Walsall, will make history when he races his 
Delco-Reynard in the Birmingham Super Prix this Bank Holiday Mon-
day.
The 22-year-old Walsall-born ace would become the first local driver to 
compete in the feature Formula 3000 races staged on the round the 
streets circuit since its inception three years ago. 
Andrews, who aims to follow fellow Midlander, Nigel Mansell, in to 
Grand Prix racing, is contesting the entire FIA International F3000 
Championship in a single-seater car prepared by Middlebridge Racing of 
Bicester.
The 51-lap Birmingham race is the seventh round of the 10~race series 
and Phil is being sponsored by Dunstable-based Delco Products for a 
second consecutive year.
Andrews raced in the less powerful Formula Three category last year but 
has competitively driven on the demanding 2.47 mile Birmingham street 
circuit.
“I was competing in the British F3 Championship with Middlebridge but 
decided to have a one-off F3000 drive with them." recalled Phil. “I natu-
rally chose to have a go in my home city of Birmingham. Arguably it 
was the most difficult race to try and qualify at, taking into account that I 
had never raced a F3000 car or driven competitively on the Birmingham 
circuit." 
Lack of circuit knowledge and inexperience of the outdated F3000 car 
left Andrews with the 16th fastest time in his group — three places away 
from a place on the 26 car grid.
"Despite the fact that I failed to qualify for last year's race, it wasn't a 
complete waste of time, I've some valuable experience of the track for 
this year which I’m sure will stand me in good stead on this occasion." 
Indeed, only one-third of the expected 30-plus field are likely to have 
prior experience of the Birmingham circuit — a track Andrews describes 
as very demanding.
"It's a very tough circuit," recalls Phil. “It's  incredibly bumpy in places 
which throws the car        about and very, very fast for a street circuit." 
The talented Midlander's best result of the season was seventh place in 
his maiden F3000 race at Silverstone (April 9). 



"The majority of tracks that I'm competing on this year, I haven‘t even 
seen before, yet alone raced on," commented Phil. 
“Silverstone, Brands and Birmingham are the exceptions and I’ve al-
ready shown at the first two venues that first-hand knowledge is so vi-
tally important.". 
Andrews, who went to school in Walsall with Olympic Silver medallist, 
Nick Gillingham, started off in motorsport eight years by racing karts. 
He is following the traditional path to hopeful Grand Prix stardom, For-
mulae Ford, Three and now 3000 but his eyes are firmly set on climbing 
the ladder to the top rung, Formula One. 
Andrews said: “Having raced in F3000 this year, I'm even more deter-
mined to eventually progress in to Grand Prix racing. I'm starting to 
meet some of the F1 engine people and the whole set-up is so unbeliev-
able. I would like to think that I'll reach my goal in 18 months to two 
years' time. “ 
But for now, Andrews is concentrating on the job in hand, and claiming 
a top six, point scoring finish in the forthcoming Super Prix. 
His 190 mph Reynard 89D was designed by Adrian Reynard, a former 
British Leyland apprentice draughtsman and is powered by a three-litre.  
Tickford-tuned Ford Cosworth engine.      
Walsall Observer 25 Aug. 1989
 



A team that’s going places - fast
Three Walsall sportscar drivers are hoping to emulate this year their suc-
cess of 1985 in the World Endurance Championship. 
Last season, Max Payne, David Andrews and Chris Ashmore finished 
fifth, sixth and joint 12th respectively in the C2 Drivers Championship.
And their team, sponsored by Essington key manufacturers Arthur 
Hough Pressings and Ark Racing, finished third in the team 
championship. 
The team competed  in ten 1,000 Km races all  over the world, from  
England's own Brands  Hatch to Fuji, Japan,  and from Shah Alma in  
Malaysia, to Monza in  Italy. 



Derek Matthews, who runs Ark Racing from his workshops in Willen-
hall, took about eight        months to build the car, the Ceekar-Ford, in 
1983.
It will be only slightly modified for the 1986 season, which roars off on 
April 6 in Mugello, Italy. The car has the smallest engine in the champi-
onship, but is one of the most reliable. 
Max Payne, the team's first choice driver, is 45 and lives with his wife 
and daughter in Woodlands Avenue, Walsall. 
An executive with a Birmingham bacon importer, he met Derek Mat-
thews by chance in 1976.
David Andrews, the team's eldest driver at 48, became hooked when he 
attended an International Trophy meeting at Silverstone in 1958. 
But family and business commitments kept him away from competitive 
racing until 1975. 
David lives in Skip Lane. Walsall. with his wife, son and daughter. 
Chris Ashmore, from Birmingham Road, Walsall, comes from classic 
racing stock: his father Joe and uncle Fred were two of the first three 
British drivers to compete in Europe after the Second World War. 
Chris, a director of the family commercial vehicle dealership in Dudley, 
began racing when he was 18. Married with three daughters, he retired 
in 1968 but was tempted back in 1981.       
By Mark Prentice - Walsall Observer 24 Jan 1986
 



At last—the Ensign F1 
Our recent Grand Prix reports have made reference to the non-
appearance of the Ensign Formula One to be raced by the ambitious 
American born driver Rikki von Opel. Early last month the little Walsall 
team finally completed the car way behind schedule, but still  





only seven months after the first drawings were complete, and testing 
commenced at Silverstone.
As can be seen from the photograph the end result is a very professional 
job although no one expected anything else from Ensign constructor 
Morris Nuun, who has been responsible for the design and build of the 
car. Nevertheless there is a very big gap between Formula Three, for 
which Nunn’s cars have been leading contenders for two seasons now, 
and Formula One. It remains to be seen how the car performs on a cir-
cuit in company with other Grand Prix cars.
Obviously von Opel has got a good deal to learn about controlling For-
mula One power. His previous experience is confined to Formula Ford 
and Formula Three. Last year he was undoubtedly one of the faster and 
safer F3 men and he won the club Lombard Championship in an Ensign. 
But since then he had not sat in a racing car until the Silverstone test 
day. Von Opel is the grandson of Adam Opel and, as such, came into a 
sizeable fortune so he has been able to finance Nunn adequately in this 
project. A second car, which will be used as a spare and for testing, has 
already been built and a third will be completed by the end of the season.
A technical run-down on the Ensign MN01 shows that it is fairly con-
ventional with front radiator and outboard wishbone and link suspen-
sion. The bodywork was designed in association with Specialised 
Mouldings at their wind tunnel in Huntingdon. SM boss Peter Jackson is 
delighted with the end result. One feature which makes the car instantly 
recognisable is the fared-in side plates to the rear wing which extend all 
the way back from the rear body section.
The car is scheduled to make its Grand Prix debut at the French Grand 
Prix - we will watch its progress with interest. Incidentally it is painted 
British Racing Green. 
MotorSport July 1973 Page 750/751   
 



TEAM ENSIGN 
Battling against the odds



THESE days one might be excused for thinking that all Grand Prix 
teams are simply dripping with major commercial sponsorship as multi-
national corporations queue up to pour finance into their coffers, avidly 
attempting to take advantage of lavish television coverage all over the 
World. But that's a very superficial view indeed. The fact of the matter is 
that commercial sponsorship is becoming increasingly difficult to obtain 
against the backcloth of the current severe economic depression. There 
is no place for sentiment or  profligacy; companies want value for 
money from  their financial support of any professional sport  and there 
are plenty of other pastimes currently  competing with motor racing for a 
slice of the  sponsorship pie. You don’t have to look very far to see the 
problems. In 1981 Tyrrell, Fittipaldi, Theodore and Ensign all battled 
against the financial wind and participated in the World Championship 
without major sponsors. True, the        big companies are still around, 
but they are being more selective and want to associate themselves in-
creasingly with teams of proven stature, not simply those who are prom-
ising mid-field runners at their best. So while Williams, Brabham, Ren-
ault, Ferrari and others have substantial budgets to sustain them at the 
top of the sport, the poor teams face the risk of becoming even poorer 
unless they can achieve a miraculous “breakthrough” when it comes to 
securing hard results. And even Frank Williams, no stranger to racing on 
a lean budget (almost non-existent at times!) during his team’s formative 
years, is fully aware that the big sponsors will only be there as long as 
he’s winning. For winning is everything in the Grand Prix game. 
Nonetheless, these hard financial statistics do not prevent small and 
under-financed teams from contesting Formula One events. Some may 
make progress, some are destined never to move from the back of the 
starting grid. One such tiny team  is Morris Nunn’s Ensign equipe which 
has been  in Grand Prix racing for eight seasons now and is  still strug-
gling to establish a niche for itself.  Tenacity, sheer enthusiasm, a meas-
ure of  stubborn defiance and a sheer love of motor racing  have kept 
Nunn, himself a former F3 driver of  considerable repute, fighting 
against the odds for  much of the past decade. On several occasions  
Team Ensign have tottered on the financial brink  but always manage to 
survive, just keeping their  collective heads above water. It’s been a long  
road, a hard road, but one which Nunn insists he  will continue to tread 



until he achieves some  measure of success. For deep down inside he is 
a  true, passionate motor racing enthusiast. 
Morris Nunn’s enthusiasm for motor racing  was fired shortly after he 
emerged from his  national service with the RAF at the end of the  
1950s. Whilst running his own modest garage  business he was talked 
into buying a leaf sprung  F/Junior Cooper from those enthusiasts and  
traders, the Ashmore brothers up in West  Continued on page 69
        Photos - ENSIGN CHIEF, Morris Nunn (left), squats by  Eliseo Sa-
lazar's car in the Montreal pit lane prior to  the 1981 Canadian Grand 
Prix. Below, Derek Daly  struggles round Kyalami during practice for 
the 1979  South African GP at the wheel of the distinctive, but  unsuc-
cessful Ensign N179, complete with water  radiators mounted on the 
front of the cockpit section.       
 





TEAM ENSIGN — continued - Bromwich. Morris admits that at the time 
“I didn’t really know what the hell I was doing,” but he was steered onto 
the right track by some friend and converted the car to coil springs for 
the 1963 season. “My first foray into engineering”, he reflects. Later 
Nunn scraped together sufficient money to enter F3, thanks to the sup-
port of Midlands businessman Bernard Lewis and quickly established 
himself as a clever and successful competitor, particularly adept at the 
art of slipstreaming on faster circuits. His results at the wheel of his own, 
immaculate, self-prepared Lotus 41 (at a time when everybody else was 
driving Brabhams) earned him a place in the Gold Leaf Team Lotus F3 
line-up for the 1969 season.  Nunn was by that time 32 years old and 
didn’t want to spend any more time in F3. He wanted to have a crack at 
F2, but Lotus abandoned that category for 1970, so Nunn turned to the 
newly established Formula 5000. At the wheel of a Doug Hardwick 
owned Lola T190, Morris had an enormous accident on the start / finish 
straight at Snetterton, waking up in the ambulance on the way to hospi-
tal. By now he was seriously questioning whether he ought to “hang up 
his helmet”, and a couple more crashes in the unwieldly Lola confirmed 
that thought in his mind. But he didn’t want to give up his involvement 
in motor racing, so he turned his hand to the role of constructor.
The first F3 Ensign was built in the garage and garden of Mo’s modest 
semi-detached Chasetown, Walsall, home. He built the prototype and 
kept his family above the bread-line, thanks to Bernard Lewis’s contin-
ued support, all on £2,000. By the end of the year the neat side-radiator 
Ensign was complete. Initial testing with a l-litre F3 engine saw local 
ace Alan Rollinson under the Silverstone record first time out and Hol-
bay racing engines helped out with the loan of one of the new “re-
stricted” twin-cam engines for the new F3 which started in 1971. Bev 
Bond was signed up to  drive and he walked away with the Race of  
Champions supporting F3 event only to spin  twice and lose victory by 
less than a length to  Colin (son of Tony) Vandervell’s Brabham. Bond 
continued to drive up to the British GP meeting after which he was re-
placed in the car by Mike Walker. 
In F3 circles the Ensign had attracted a great deal of interest. One person 
who made enquiries about a car was Rikky von Opel, a member of the 
German car-building dynasty, who’d just started F3 with a private Lotus 



after a spectacular Formula Ford career. Von Opel was signed up in        
a two-car works team with Mike Walker, sponsorship for the project 
coming from Iberia Airlines. In I972 the team really hit the headlines for 
the first time, winning countless races and proving themselves very 
much “the car to beat”.
Although von Opel was providing some of the money to run the team, 
he appreciated the frank and open way in which Nunn treated him. There 
was no way the team chief was going to defer to the driver if he stepped 
out of line and Rikky received more than one “chewing off” during their 
successful season. But von Opel’s ambitions were extending beyond the 
boundaries of F3 and, towards the end of the year, he put an exciting 
proposition to Mo Nunn. If he were to finance the  whole project, would 
Morris commit Ensign to  building him a Grand Prix car? Nunn agreed  
immediately and the first Fl Ensign, a  distinctively styled if rather large 
machine, made  its debut in the 1973 French Grand Prix at Paul  Ricard. 
Von Opel stayed with the team for just about a  year until he decided that 
his talent might find a  better outlet in the Brabham team. But he didn’t  
leave Nunn “in the lurch”, paying the Ensign  team’s expenses up until 
the end of l974 even  though by that time he’d briefly flirted with  Brab-
ham as a paying driver, convinced himself  that he didn’t have the ulti-
mate talent and retired  from the sport altogether. Nunn still speaks  ap-
preciatively of him to this day: “He helped us a  lot, he was a nice man 
and I always felt that he’d  got more talent than he gave himself credit 
for”. 
Nunn got through 1974 / 75 with a variety of  different sponsors and 
drivers, culminating in his  arrangement with the Dutch HB Alarm sys-
tems  company for Roelof Wunderink and Gijs van  Lennep. But al-
though these deals brought  much-needed finance to the company, it 
wasn’t  really the way Nunn wanted to go motor racing.  In August I975 
an idle suggestion from this writer  resulted in Nunn signing up Fl refu-
gee Chris  Amon who was just recovering from the financial  trauma of 
attempting to build his own Grand Prix  car. Amon first drove for the En-
sign team in the  1975 Austrian GP to cement a pleasant,  good-natured 
and relaxed relationship which  lasted for just a year. For Nunn, to have 
a driver  of Amon’s calibre on the team strength was a  totally new 
experience.  “He was the first driver we had who could give  us any 



feed-back on how the car was behaving. He  pinpointed a problem we 
had in respect of low  straight-line speed, a problem we traced to the  
wrong airbox shape. Admittedly, early on in our  relationship, I used to 
“test” him. On one
Photo - DEBUT: the first F1 Ensign, driven by Rikky von Opel during 
the 1973 French Grand Prix at Paul Ricard       
 





Photo - FIGHTER: Chris Amon, working hard in the I976 Swedish 
Grand Prix as he struggles to stay ahead of the  late Carlos Pace’s 
Brabham-Alfa Romeo.       
occasion I adjusted the rear wing angle by one notch. After two laps he 
was back in the pits saying ‘Morris, have you changed that rear wing ad-
justment?’. He helped us a great deal to make  that new car competi-
tive.” The new car was a  sleek Dave Baldwin side-radiator design 
which  was originally conceived with inboard brakes all  round, although 
it didn’t take long before they  were converted to an outboard arrange-
ment at the  front. 
Prior to Amon’s retirement from the team at  the 1976 German GP, disil-
lusioned at the length  of time it took track officials to get the badly  
burned Niki Lauda to medical attention, the quiet  New Zealander 
showed that the Ensign had a  great deal of promise. He finished fifth in 
the  Spanish GP and was challenging Depailler for  second place in 
Sweden before a front suspension  failure caused him to crash heavily — 
as it had  already done earlier in the year in Belgium! But  Nunn was en-
couraged and, after Jacky Ickx        briefly tried the car at the end of the 
season, he  signed Clay Regazzoni to drive for Ensign in  1977.
To the outsider, Ensign’s 1977 project may  have looked well-financed, 
but that simply wasn’t  the case. “We had £60,000 from Tissot”, recalls  
Nunn reflectively, “and Clay drove for nothing.  But we were still very 
hard up. The previous year,  with Amon, we’d wound up with a deficit 
of  £56,000. Our income had been £130,000, but  we’d spent £186,000. 
“It was good working with Clay. He was  easy-going and he didn’t cause 
unnecessary  trouble. He knew we were short of money,  accepted our 
problems and simply drove. On one  occasion he wanted to try a Ferrari-
like rear wing,  so he had it made up at his own expense in Italy  and 
brought it along to one of the races. But  although we were short of 
money we always  attempted to have our engines rebuilt before they  
went ‘over time’. Even so, we did have some        engine problems. By 
that I mean a problem with  one particular engine which simply didn’t 
want to  develop the power never mind which preparation  company we 
sent it too.” 
For 1978 there was insufficient money available  to design a new car and 
Nunn continued with a  development of the 1977 machine. “Regazzoni  



wanted to stay with us in 1978 but he said that he  just couldn’t afford to 
drive another season with  no money. So he went off to Shadow. After 
an  initial couple of races with Danny Ongais and  Lamberto Leoni, we 
had Ickx back for a while.”  However Mo Nunn admits that he was 
never  totally convinced that the Belgian, undeniably a  brilliant Grand 
Prix driver in his heyday, was very  interested in F1 by that stage in his 
career. 
“I was particularly worried when we went to  Sweden with Jacky”, Nunn 
remembers, “we were  much slower then we’d been the previous year  
with Regazzoni and he didn’t seem to know why.  It was very frustrat-
ing. He was OK as a driver,  but I often found difficulty getting him to 
discuss  details about the car. I came away thinking that he  perhaps 
wasn’t taking Fl too seriously any  longer.” 
Looking round for some new talent, Nunn  fixed his eye on both Derek 
Daly and Nelson  Piquet. He tried them both, Daly in the British  and Pi-
quet in the German GP. “I didn’t know  which one to pick but I eventu-
ally went for Daly;  I think Derek was slightly ahead of Nelson at that  
point in his career in terms of what he’d achieved.  But I knew Bernie 
Ecclestone was keen on Piquet  because, prior to my running him at  
Hockenheim, he came to me and said ‘Morris, if  you don’t take Piquet, 
then I will’. And, of  course, we all know that started Nelson out on his  
path to the World Championship!” 
Daly drove well for the balance of 1978, picking  up a sixth place and 
splitting the works Tyrrells in  Canada. But for 1979 Nunn went “out on 
a limb”  and commissioned a new car which, on its debut,  featured an 
outlandish cooling system layout with  the radiator laying down the front 
of the  bodywork from cockpit to footwell. It assuredly  wasn’t a success 
and although it was hastily  adapted to a more conventional radiator lay-
out  there was no way it ever became competitive.  Daly struggled with 
it for a while, to be succeeded  by Patrick Gaillard and then Marc Surer 
for the  end of season races in North America. Ensign  fortunes seemed 
to be slipping towards another  very low ebb. 
However, prospects for 1980 became much  brighter when Nunn secured 
sponsorship for  Unipart. A brand new car, the N180, was built up  - 
“Ralph Bellamy did all the chassis and  suspension while Nigel Bennett 
completed the  bodywork and aerodynamics” and Clay Regazzoni  re-



joined the team. In 1976 the popular Swiss had  been pushed out of Fer-
rari to make way for Carlos  Reutemann and now he was being shown 
the door  by the Williams team to accommodate  Reutemann’s arrival 
again. He was happy to  return to Ensign because, as he so often said 
“for  me, winning is not everything. Driving in  Formula 1 is simply far 
more important”. For a  few races it really _did look as though Ensign 
were  on the verge of pulling themselves into the ranks  of the midfield 
runners, but this progress was  tragically thwarted when Regazzoni 
crashed  heavily at Long Beach. The Swiss driver suffered  serious inju-
ries affecting his back and spine from  which he has not yet fully recov-
ered. Ensign were  unable to secure the services of another top driver  
and Nunn was thus obliged to “fill in” with a  series of inexperienced 
competitors such as Tiff  Needell, Patrick Gaillard and Ian Lammers.       
Photo - CLOSE COMPANY: the opening lap of the I978 British Grand 
Prix at Brands Hatch with Derek Daly’s  Ensign (No. 22) rounding Dru-
ids on the outside of Jabouille’s Renault and just ahead of Villeneuve’s 
Ferrari  (No. 12).       
 



What’s more, it was pretty clear that the Ensign 180 badly needed more 
development and Unipart lost interest as the team’s results waned to-
wards the end of the year. For the 1981 season Ensign lost their sponsor 
to McLaren and were left to soldier on as optimistically as they could. 
“I think we paid the penalty for being a small team which built its 
ground effect car too quickly”, explains Nunn, “By the time we appreci-
ated what changes needed to be made we had no more money to effect 
them. The biggest problem has been our failure to scoop a really big 
sponsor to keep us going; perhaps, looking back on it, one could say that 
in 1980 we started off with no excuses . . .” 
However, that certainly wasn’t the case in 1981.  To begin the year Nunn 
hired the services of the promising Swiss driver Marc Surer. To say 
“hired” might, in fact, be something of an exaggeration. Surer was em-
ployed to drive the Ensign solely for expenses and whatever prize 
money he might earn. When he drove to a splendid fourth place in the 
rain-soaked Brazilian Grand Prix at Rio-de-Janeiro, Mo Nunn stood in 
the pits with his fingers firmly crossed. He simply  prayed that the track 
didn’t dry out; Team Ensign  had only two spare wheels, so if Surer had 
needed  to change to dry weather slicks, there was no way  he could 
have continued. He would have been forced to retire. Later, Surer 
finished sixth at Monaco but financial realism meant that his place in the 
team was taken by the Chilean driver Eliseo Salazar. He managed a sixth 
place finish in the Dutch Grand Prix at Zandvoort, thereby helping to 
keep the Ensign team’s head above water.
In a world where F1 sponsorship budgets tend to be measured in mil-
lions, Mo Nunn is remarkably candid about his financial outlay during 
1981. “We did the whole season on
       
Photo - CLAY REGAZZONI was a stalwart Ensign campaigner 
thrtoughout1977. Here he heads towards a satisfying fifth place, split-
ting the Ferraris of Lauda and Reutemann, in the United States GP at 
Watkins Glen.       
 
£315,000”, he smiles weakly. That may seem a  great deal of money to 
the outsider but, taking  inflation into account, it effectively means that  



Mo Nunn ran his Fl team during 1981 with a  budget smaller than the 
one available in 1976. 
Despite all the problems, the intrigue and undue difficulties attached to 
the task of being a small team in the Grand Prix world, Morris Nunn re-
mains indefatigable in his approach to the sport.  He fully intends to con-
tinue, to survive, perhaps even to prosper. He feels that his small com-
pany, now based at Lichfield with 12 people on the payroll, could return 
successful results for half the financial outlay expended by some of the 
established teams. 
“It’s primarily a money game these days”, says        Nunn, “and some-
times I feel very depressed because it’s difficult to see the light at the 
end of the tunnel. But as long as I think I can see light at the end of that 
tunnel, I will continue. If we had a million and a half pounds we 
wouldn’t have to give any excuses for failing to beat Brabham or Wil-
liams. And they’ve got twice that amount - or more . . .” 
Mo Nunn has been struggling for years to obtain a decent F 1 budget. If 
he gets the money he feels he can do the job. Many people pooh-pooh 
such an idea, feeling that Nunn is an also-ran and always will be. 
Maybe. But we close with a sobering thought; that’s what they were say-
ing about Frank Williams from 1971 to 1977! — A.H.       
MotorSport January 1982 Page 67/71   
 
Note – Ensign raced through 1982 with a best result of eighth.
For 1983 the team merged with Theodore and under that name scored 
their last F1 World Championship point with a sixth place finish.
At the end of 1983 Ensign/Theodore withdrew from Formula One and 
Nunn moved to the USA for a long and successful career in their top rac-
ing formule.
 
 



A Walsall Wood driver is getting support from a local car accessory firm 
in his race to the top.  Rod Fisher, of Walsall Wood, will be driving a one 
litre Vixen in the British        Sprint Leaders Champions Challenge.  The 
Cosmic Car company have backed Rod all of the way - and now he is 
fourth overall, with several events to come.       
22 August 1985
 
Nigel Mansell
"All of my spare time and my school holidays were spent working on 
my kart and racing it. I can remember putting the kart in the boot of the 
car and going off to the little track at Chasewater testing. My father and I 
used to make dozens of trips like this. We would test engines and pistons 



and run bits in at Chasewater, then go back home and rub the pistons 
down and hone the barrels, then go back to the track to try it again. My 
father and I were extremely close in those days and I think in a way he 
was re-living his childhood through me, because he had a very bad time 
in the Second World War."
From page 76 of "Nigel Mansell - My Autobiography (The People's 
Champion)"
 
 





 
Walsall driver's race against time
When the competitions department of Rootes Group  found that previous 
commitments made it impossible for them to prepare a Sunbeam Tiger 
sports car for Walsall driver,  Morris Nunn, to race at Brands Hatch, 
Nunn told them:  “ Give me the car and I will prepare it myself."       
This week, Morris said: “I hardly knew what I was letting myself in for. 
Getting the car in race trim has meant working until midnight or one 
o’clock in the morning every day for the past two weeks.” His fellow di-
rectors of New Mills Garage- Barry Smaile and Douglas Stott - have 
given enthusiastic assistance.
Nunn is co-driving the car with Stafford racing driver Peter Brown. 
 They are competing tomorrow (Saturday) and Sunday in the “Brands 
Hatch 1000" — the longest and most gruelling race staged in this coun-
try since the war. 
Brown is a Rootes demonstrator and the two men met when Nunn 
agreed to build a new Formula Three Lotus for him. They approached 
Rootes when they heard of the 1,000 miles race for production sports 
cars, and the company agreed to supply a car and all the necessary 
equipment. 
Motoring enthusiasts can imagine the work which has been necessary to 
prepare a standard sports car for a 1,000 miles race at speeds up to150 
miles an hour. The standard 4.2 litre American Ford V-8 engine has been 
replaced by a racing version giving nearly 300 brake-horse-power. A 27 
gallon petrol tank, an oil cooler and a large capacity radiator have been 
fitted. 
The suspension has been completely removed and replaced with compe-
tition equipment to give better road holding and to bring the car nearer to 
the ground. 
A racing clutch has been fitted and Rootes have supplied 16 special 
wide-rimmed magnesium alloy wheels with racing tyres.  “We estimate 
that we shall be changing the ‘tyres every 250 miles,” said Nunn. “We 
expect to use two complete sets of brake pads and linings and about 125 
gallons of petrol.” 



There is a prize of £1,000 for the winner, and the Walsall-prepared car 
will be in direct competition with Aston-Martins, E-type Jaguars and 
Austin-Healeys.
            “ This will he my first long distance race,” said Nunn. “I am  
looking forward to it.”
Picture - Garage directors’ Barry Smaile and Morris Nunn hard at work 
preparing this 4.2 litre engined  "works" Sunbeam Tiger which Nunn is 
co-driving this weekend in the 1,000 miles Brands Hatch race.       
Walsall Observer 21 May 1965
 
 

Ray’s vvvroom at top!           
Walsall Wood based Ray Rowan is roaring his way to the top in more 
ways than one. 
Ray is a competitor in the national Hill Climb Championships - and is 
heading the field with a near perfect score with six rounds of the sea-
son’s contest completed. 
On Sunday, Ray, driving a Roman IVII 2000 for Hurstminister Financial 
Services, was victorious again in the latest round of the Guyston Bead-
blast RAC British Championship Hill Climb held at Shelsley Walsh, 
near Droitwich. 
Competing in the Class 12 Racing cars over 2000cc, Ray recorded the 
best time of the day, 26.77 seconds. Six  seconds behind came the vet-
eran driver        Roy Lane from Warwick in a Pilbeam  MP58-l 2000 T. 
Third was Chris Dowson  from Pershore driving a Pilbeam MP47  HRB 
5000. 



Ray Rowan now leads his category of the national Hill Climb Champi-
onships with 57 points out of a possible 60. Arch rival - Roy Lane in 
second on 49 points.
The competition involves 16 races with drivers able to count their best 
ten scores.
The Midland Hill Climb Championship is also led by Ray Rowan, win-
ning three of the four rounds staged so far, and finishing second in the 
fourth. Chasing hard in the contest is again Roy Lane, this time trailing 
by 11 points. 
8 June 1989     
 

World record car from Walsall
          A Walsall firm is sharing the glory of Britain’s new world land 
speed record having done vital preparation work on Richard Noble's 
Thrust II jet car.
They carried out extensive testing and technical checking on the 30-foot 
car’s chassis, built elsewhere in the TI group. 
And the heart of the machine, a Rolls Royce Avon gas turbine engine 
from a Lightning fighter, was fitted at Aldridge. 
The technical group, formerly        the development engineering depart-
ment, also made the steering members and designed special moving en-
gine mountings.
The moment of triumph was in Black Rock Desert, Nevada, USA, when 
driver Richard Noble became the fastest man on earth in an all-British 
car with a new record of 633.6mph. 
TI spokesman Mr. Neil Castley, said: “The people involved at TI are 
elated. This proves Midland engineering is the best in the  world. 



“The high degree of technical  expertise which had to be built  into this 
chassis was supplied by  Walsall people, and they should  be proud of 
it.” 
The aims, development and  challenge of the ‘super car ’ were  reported 
in depth by the ‘Observer’ in a two-page article, when  the chassis was 
first - put on  public show at Aldridge in late  1978 (15/12/1978).      
Walsall Observer 7 October 1983
 

Richard Noble, now the fastest man an earth, signing autographs at Tl's 
Aldridge branch, when  the chassis of Trust II was first publicly un-
veiled, at  an open day for workers and their families.       
Walsall Observer 7 October 1983
 
 
I hope that this batch will generate a few responses of other goings on in 
our local area.
 
All the best,
David
 



	  


